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Hill charged
with sexual
battery

Rebels fall to Vols 86-70

By Phil McCausland and
Hawley Martin
thedmnews@gmail.com

Hill, 19

Ole Miss freshman football
player Bobby Hill was charged
and arrested for sexual battery
Tuesday. Hill, 19, was booked in
the Lafayette County Detention
Center Tuesday and held on a
$10,000 bond.
According to a release from the
Oxford Police Department, Hill
was arrested after the victim reported that she was sexually assaulted and filed charges.
The Daily Mississippian has
made a request for the arrest report, but the report was not received by the time of publication.
Ole Miss head coach Hugh
Freeze released a statement
Wednesday afternoon.
“We are aware of the situation and recognize the proper
authorities are responsible for the
matter,” Freeze said in his statement. “Bobby has been indefinitely suspended from all football
activities while the process moves
forward. We take this very seriously and will make decisions
once the course of action is complete.”
Director of Public Relations
Danny Blanton said that the administration will proceed according to university policy.
“We take this seriously and will
handle it according to the policies and procedures of the university,” Blanton said.
According to Ole Miss’s Violence Prevention Center, which
provides education and spreads
awareness about dating violence,
sexual assault and stalking, the
university’s policy “prohibits an
individual from subjecting another person to any sexual contact
without the consent of the other
See Hill, PAGE 4

OPINION:
State of a Diverse
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See Page 12
for recap
ADAM LAU | Knoxville News Sentinel via AP

#Readme: Ole Miss & Twitter
By Clancy Smith
clsmith@go.olemiss.edu

Twitter has become an increasingly popular way for
University of Mississippi students to communicate, receive
news and express their opinions about life at Ole Miss.
Former student Aj Celeski
took Ole Miss student interaction on Twitter to a whole new
level by his creation of the account Ole Miss Problems during his sophomore year in the
spring of 2011.
“I knew that there were a
good amount of blogs and
websites about Ole Miss, but
they only focused on football,
and being a student, I knew
there was so much more happening than football,” Celeski
said. “There were so many aspects of the Ole Miss experience I found unique and hilarious and thought it should be
discussed.”
The Ole Miss Problems account led the way for students
to express their opinions about
life at Ole Miss with each other
on social media.
“I think I started it at a good
time when Twitter was just becoming popular among the students,” Celeski said.
Since the creation of Ole
Miss Problems, different accounts depicting the Ole Miss

experience have cropped up,
such as To The Freshmen and
Ole Miss Bachelor. Though
each account has its own personality, they all unite to provide entertainment for their
followers through the use of
hashtags like #OxfordStripClubNames and #MSUthesistopics.
The current holder of the
Ole Miss Problems account
said the ideas for tweets come
primarily from the people at
Ole Miss.
“I’m definitely inspired by
the student body,” the account
holder said. “You guys are hilarious.”
The official Twitter account
for The University of Mississippi (@OleMissRebels) joins
the rest of the student body
in keeping an eye on Ole Miss
parody accounts.
“We are always interested
in seeing what others are saying about Ole Miss,” said Tom
Eppes, chief communications
officer for the university. “That
gives us an opportunity to respond when bad information
is being circulated, or it tells us
when we need to address issues
of concern to Ole Miss students, fans and friends.”
While Twitter is a fun source
of news and unifies the student
body over shared experiences,
students and faculty agree that

Feature photos: 2014 Parade of Beauties

it’s important to maintain a
positive image of the university.
“Twitter has a strong impact
just like any type of social media in the sense that it can be
read and perceived so differently by many people, so I feel
like as long as it’s accurate and
uplifting it can be good,” Ole
Miss student Kirra Little said.
Account holders also know
that Twitter can have a big impact and must be used wisely.
“Obviously, it is a great tool
to share stories at rapid speeds,”
Celeski said. “It is the epitome
of a double-edged sword, in
my opinion.”
The Ole Miss Communications staff urges students and
Twitter accounts representing
Ole Miss to consider the credibility of their tweets.
“I think most students know
how to determine whether
anything related to Ole Miss
is truthful or not, although I’d
caution them not to share information with their followers
until they are certain it’s true,
even if it seems cute or funny,”
Eppes said.
And how will the anonymous
parody accounts continue
when the current holders have
graduated? For the individual
currently behind Ole Miss
Problems, the plan to find a
successor is simple: “twerking
contest.”

Comparison of followers of official
and anonymous Ole Miss Twitter
accounts
anonymous

official

@CoachHughFreeze
Hugh Freeze

62,599

@OleMissFB
Ole Miss Football

37,239

@OleMissNow
Ole Miss Athletics

28,644

@OleMissRebels
Ole Miss

23,953

@OleMissProblems
Ole Miss Problems

20,864

@OleMissAlumni
Ole Miss Alumni

8,082

@thedm_news
The Daily Mississippian

6,778

@FauxHughFreeze
Faux Hugh Freeze

4,441

@OleMissStudent
Ole Miss Student

3,156

@OxfordBoozers
Ole Miss Boozers

2,974

@tothefreshmen
To The Freshmen

2,764

@OleMissNoProb
Not Ole Miss Problems

2,632

Figures as of 5 pm on 1/29/14
Graphic by Natalie Moore
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Column

State of a diverse union
By Anna Rush
akrush1@gmail.com

Tuesday night while watching the State of the Union address, my attention was drawn
to the makeup of the audience
almost as much as to the content of the speech. Aside from
a few distinguished guests, the
crowd was made up of our
members of Congress. As the
camera panned the room, I almost had to blink to make sure
I wasn’t seeing double. The
overwhelming majority of the
crowd looked like carbon copies of the stereotypical politician that has been perpetuated
in movies and TV. If you are a
T H E D A I LY

MISSISSIPPIAN
The University of
Mississippi
S. Gale Denley Student
Media Center
201 Bishop Hall
Main Number:
662.915.5503
Email: dmeditor@gmail.
com
Hours: Monday-Friday,
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

“House of Cards,” “Scandal”
or especially a “West Wing”
fan, you likely can already picture the image I’m about to
paint.
A white male who is a minimum of 50 years old, likely
played a sport in high school
before going on to an established four-year college and
joining a fraternity. His hair
is either a grayscale version
of “Leave It to Beaver” or a
slightly too darkly dyed version
of the same. The suit is navy,
the shirt white. We only start
to see some variance when it
comes to tie choice, with either red or blue depending on
the respective party. Maybe, if
you’re John Boehner, you go
rogue and wear a green tie to
match your eyes and complement your tan.
This stereotype filled nearly
every seat, as if they just rolled

The Daily Mississippian is
published daily Monday
through Friday during the
academic year.
Contents do not represent
the official opinions of The
University of Mississippi
or The Daily Mississippian
unless specifically indicated.
Letters are welcome, but
may be edited for clarity,
space or libel.
ISSN 1077-8667

off an assembly line. The pops
of diversity, let’s say a female
colleague in a pink suit, stood
out like a beacon in the crowd.
My intent in bringing attention to the blue-suited bunch is
not to discredit their ability —
that is for a different conversation — but to highlight a need
for our Congress to better
represent the diversity of our
nation. We should see women
in half of the seats. Hispanic
and Latino Americans should
make up 15 percent of the
crowd and African Americans
an additional 13 percent.
A more diversified Congress
could only bring about better
changes in Washington. Many
voters and critics voice opinions that Washington and its
leaders have become increasing detached from their constituents. It’s not hard to see
why when they are all seating

The Daily Mississippian welcomes all comments.
Please send a letter to the editor addressed to The Daily
Mississippian, 201 Bishop Hall, University, MS, 38677
or send an e-mail to dmeditor@gmail.com.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no
longer than 300 words. Third party letters and those
bearing pseudonyms, pen names or “name withheld”
will not be published. Publication is limited to one letter
per individual per calendar month.
Student submissions must include grade classification and major. All submissions must be turned in at
least three days in advance of date of desired publication.

in a room comprised of people
with such similar backgrounds
as themselves. Diversity increases forward thinking by
merging people from different walks of life together. A
single, working mother brings
a different angle to the table in
the health care debate. A firstgeneration American brings
insight to immigration reform.
A politician who was reared
in poverty has a personal connection to the minimum wage
debate. These diversities, these
differences, are actually the
key to unifying us and making us a stronger nation. It is
through diversity that we can
truly be a nation for the people
and by the people.
Anna Rush is a law student from
Hattiesburg. She graduated from
Mississippi State in 2011.
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Bills to keep an eye on
By Trenton Winford
tgwinford@bellsouth.net

The Mississippi Legislature
is back in session, which means
that big decisions will be made
that affect this state in the coming weeks. Below is a breakdown of some bills that will
affect colleges and students in
the state.
H.B. 46 — This bill will allow students who transfer from
an out-of-state college to one
in Mississippi to be eligible for
the Mississippi Eminent Scholars Fund scholarship, provided
that the student meets the other

requirements, such as GPA and
residence. H.B. 46 has passed
the House and is currently in
the Senate.
H.B. 170 — This bill seeks
to alleviate part of the burden
of textbook prices by requiring professors to consider using
cheaper editions of textbooks,
so long as the educational quality is still acceptable, among
other things. Parts of the bill
focus on requirements for
textbook publishers who are
outside of the jurisdiction of
Mississippi, though. The bill is
currently in House Committee,
with a sister bill in the Senate
Committee (S.B. 2545).
H.B. 221 — This bill would
create a tuition rebate program
where students who graduate within four calendar years
would receive $1,000 of their

tuition back, so long as they
have a minimum 3.0 GPA and
have not attempted more than
three hours in excess of the
minimum requirements. For
most degrees at Ole Miss, that
would be no more than 127
hours. It is currently in House
Committee.
S.B. 2052 — This bill allows
for high school students who
graduate with a 3.0 GPA (and
meets other existing requirements) to receive the Mississippi Resident Tuition Assistance
Grant equal to the total tuition
of the institution. It also raises
the minimum GPA for these
students once in college from a
2.5 to a 3.0 after each semester.
This bill is currently in Senate
Committee.
S.B. 2406 — An individual
with an ACT score of less than

20 cannot receive the Mississippi Resident Tuition Assistance Grant at a four-year
university without having completed a program at a junior or
community college. This does
not include students who are
already enrolled in a four-year
university. This bill is currently
in Senate Committee.
S.B. 2534 — This bill would
create protection for any student organization that requires
members or leaders to adhere
to the organization’s stated religious beliefs. No religious organization can be denied any
benefit that is available to any
other organization. This bill is
currently in Senate Committee.
These are but a few bills being considered in the Mississippi Legislature, and I strongly
encourage students to look into

bills that might affect them in
any way, whether it be as college students like these or for
other reasons. All legislation
can be found at legislature.
ms.gov along with information
about each senator and representative. After all, an informed
public is a free public.
Trenton Winford is a senior public
policy leadership major from Madison.
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Who’s Who Among Students
in American Universities & Colleges
on Friday, January 31, 2014, at 4:00 p.m., in the Ford Center.

The University of Mississippi Hall of Fame inductees will be announced at the ceremony.
Abram, Timothy Orinaze
Aiello, Abbie Michelle
Alef, Emily Carol
Allen, Christie Marie
Alston, Gregory James
Ankerson, Jensen Lure’
Anthony, Eleanor Chamberlain
Arnett, Mary Amanda
Barrientos, Gabrielle Clarise
Beneke Jr., Richard Uihlein
Berger, Julia Randolph
Blackwell, Adam Maurice
Boland, Mary Grace
Borgmeyer, Katherine Elizabeth
Bowman, Charles (Chad) David
Boyd, Grace Anne Montgomery
Bozeman, Rebecca Jean
Brown, Anna Blair
Bumpas III, William Wallace
Burkhalter, Byron Green
Cambron, Caitlin Jayde
Campbell, Tyler
Chiang, Henry Tsun-Hwa
Childress, Keely Charlene
Coburn, Madison Elizabeth
Cole, William Reese
Collier, Tia Ellise
Cook, Teiah Angelica
Cowart, Jillian Leah
Cox, Kyndall LaTwane
Cox, LaNaesha Nezirae
Cresswell, Miriam Faye
Cutchin, James Bartholomew
Daily, Brooks Allyson
DeRossette, Katharine (Kay Kay)
Halpin
Dikun, Joseph Aaron
Dowell, Walker Semmes
Ellis, Kristen Dianne
England, Sean Patrick
Ferraez, Cory Nathan
Fields, Patrick Wayne
Gammill V, Stewart
Ganucheau, Adam Michael
Garcia, Diego
Garron, Cedric Lamar
Genga, Jade Michele-Helene
Glanton, Grace Garrett
Gregory, Aimee Elizabeth
Gregory, Morgan Lyn
Grigoryan, Arpi
Guider, Alison Lois
Hammons, Rachel Lewis

Harrell, Kody Shade
Harris, Bracey Shalease
Hastings, Camden Story
Hayes, Kyndal Beth
Hendrick, Jennybeth Seabrook
Herath, Peshani Madushika
Hines, Timbrely Lanell
Hoffer, Lillian Ashley
Holliday, Casey Aaron
Holliday, Jeremy Benard
Hotakainen, Jessica Mari
Hughes, Micah Chase
Hunt, Campbell Savannah
Hunt, Leslie Rebecca
Hurston, Benjamin Gibbs
Hyde, Rachel Elizabeth
Jackson, Sarah Blair
Jaishankar, Shruti
Johnson, Kells Rashod
Johnson, Kristen Laprade
Johnson III, Odie
Jones, Alexandra Leigh
Jones, Irving Middle
Jowers, Sterling Barton
Kannuthurai, Vinod
Kaur, Gurkirat
Kiefer, Matthew Todd
Kohlhiem, Quadray Arnez
Lockley, Kimberly-Joy
Lowe, Rachel Amanda
Luers, Elise Marce
Lusk, Glenna Hideko
Maples, Augustus “Gus” Rae
Marcy, Kelly Christian
Markow, Mary Ball Ruffin
May, Caroline Lena
Maynord, Kelsey Brianne
McCalla, Amanda Rose
McJunkins, LaToya Brean’na
McMillin, Lauren Marie
McMillin, Thomas Neal
Mesecke, Ashley Caroline
Mickens, Addison Tyler
Miers, John Reynolds
Monteith, John Austin
Moore, Natalie Eileen
Mullins, Camille Elise
Nall, Mary Ashton
Newcomer, Jana Elisabeth
Nichols, Allyson Cristina
Nichols, Jeffry Alexander
Nicholson, Hunter Owen
Norsworthy, Thomas H.

Obajimi, Gilbert Oluwaseun
Pandey, Pankaj
Pirani, Robert Stewart
Pugh, Emily Jane
Pyron, Rob Craig
Ramachandran, Sujith
Reardon, Regan Crawford
Rearick, Olivia Leigh
Rich, Brea Hope
Roberts, Daniel Curtis
Rohde-Moe, Caroline Mürer
Ruiz, Ruben Jonathan
Rutledge, Carson Lee
Rychlak, Susanna Mae
Sabert, Nickolas Allen
Sacharuk, Katherine Ann
Sanders, Haley Michelle
Sandifer, Abigail Joy
Schrouf, Blake Alexandra
Scott, Ashli Brooke
Shanks, Victoria Elizabeth
Sharma, Anish
Smelser, Andrew Nolan
Smith, Danielle Renee’
Smith, Holly Caitlin
Smith, James Landin
Smith, Megan Lindsay
Spoons, Jared Charles
Stanec, Abigail Rhiannon
Stephens, Kelsey Carol
Tanner, Justin Kyle
Taylor, Christian Rebecca
Thorne, Cara Madeleine
Turbeville, Patrick Alexander
Turnage-Butterbaugh, Caroline
LaRoche
Walker, Jacqueline Christina Finch
Ward, Samra Blake
Watkins, Olivia Claire
Weathersby, Nathaniel
Weathersby, Stephen Scott
Webb, Kayleigh Elizabeth
Wethington, Bryan Michael
Wilbanks, David Kimble
Wilkins, Emily Holland
Wilson, Jamey Lee
Wilson, Kristen Majure
Winstead, Lacey Charlotte
Woods, Stephen Colby
Wright, Kendra Leigh
York, Karan Lorraine
Young, Rachel Louise
36748
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Writing Center introduces new director
By Randall Haley
arhaley@go.olemiss.edu

Brad Campbell is the new
director of The University of
Mississippi’s Writing Center.
Campbell, originally from Como,
graduated from the university in
2005 with a bachelor’s degree in
psychology and English. He later
obtained his master’s in English
with an emphasis in Renaissance
literature and rhetoric and composition from Mississippi State
University in 2008.
Post-graduation,
Campbell
worked at Mississippi State University as a lecturer and an instructor in the English department.
He also became a coordinator of
the Mississippi State online writing center before becoming the
interim director of the Mississippi
State writing center.
“I was interested in the writing
center work as a graduate student,” Campbell said. “I loved
working in the writing center so
much that I continued working as
a full-time faculty member.”
Campbell said he is reaching
out to department heads and directors of undergraduate studies
to inform students who need writing assistance about the service at
Ole Miss.

“We have a lot of undergraduates from the writing courses using the writing center,” he said.
“We also have a lot of students
who use it from across the disciplines, and that’s something we
would like to see more of.”
As a part of his job, Campbell
said he tries to hire staff members
who have diverse backgrounds.
“We have students who come
from diverse backgrounds, and
we want our tutors to have different backgrounds as well,” Campbell said.
Rich Raymond, the head of
Mississippi State’s English department, met Campbell in 2005.
“He enrolled in my seminar on
literary research strategies,” Raymond said. “He excelled in every
way: active participant in class
discussions, helpful peer responder, careful researcher, thoughtful
theorist and strong writer. We
happily hired him as a lecturer to
teach basic writing, composition
and introduction to literature.
We rewarded his fine work by
promoting him from lecturer to
instructor.”
Raymond said that as an instructor, Campbell took on administrative duties at the writing
center and helped to expand services online and at satellite sites.

CLARA TURNAGE | The Daily Mississippian

Brad Campbell

“We miss Brad terribly, but
know that he will thrive at Ole
Miss as director of the writing
center,” Raymond said.
The writing center is currently
establishing a mobile branch in
the Luckyday Residential College. The mobile branch will
allow students to walk in and

receive tutoring without an appointment.
The center located on the
third floor of the J.D. Williams
Library generally tutors students
who have made appointments
first and walk-ins if they can be
fit into the schedule between appointments.

HILL,

continued from page 1

person. Sexual assault may be
committed by acquaintances,
dating partners, spouses or
strangers. Consent requires a
clearly communicated agreement to engage in sexual activity. The individual consenting
must act freely and voluntarily
and have knowledge of the nature of the act involved. Consent may be withdrawn at any
time regardless of the activity
preceding the withdrawal of
consent.” A spokesperson from
the center declined to comment.
A cornerback for the Ole
Miss football team, Hill played
in 10 games this season, recording one tackle.
He signed with the 2013 recruiting class, considered one
of the top classes in the country. Hill was rated a three-star
recruit and the No. 93 cornerback in the country by Scout.
com. He was named a second
team All-state pick as a wide
receiver by the Associated
Press and Georgia Sportswriters Association.
Hill is from Moultrie, Ga.
The name of the alleged victim has not been released.

DJ Auditions
Thursday, January 30th
4:00-8:00 pm

Sign up for your audition time at
Student Media Center, 201 Bishop
Mon-Fri 8am-5pm
Business Casual Dress

CONTACT

Camille at
cecantre@go.olemiss.edu
with any questions
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McClendon remembered by friends, faculty
By Grant Beebe

afterwards was that I invest in
a spare key as soon as I was
able.”
Friends of Zacharias HercuMcClendon never met a
lese McClendon, a first-year stranger, Dunphey said.
MBA student found murdered
“He valued every friendin December, remember him ship and always treated every
as a gentleman.
person he met with extraorOften seen dressed in a dinary kindness, dignity and
pressed Oxford and tie with a respect,” Dunphey said.
smile on his face, the 25-yearThe
Lafayette
County
old McClendon was the dic- Sheriff ’s Department found
tionary definition of a Rebel, the body of McClendon just
according to friends.
after 3 a.m. on Dec. 18 after
Classmate and close friend responding to a welfare conWill Dunphey said that Zach cern at 20B CR 140, Lafaywill be remembered
ette County, Miss.
as among the best
Authorities found
people he has met.
McClendon’s body
“He was brilliant,
with a single gunkind, generous and
shot wound. Steven
caring,” Dunphey
Matthew Wilbanks,
said. “He always
22, of North Carowent out of his
lina, Derick Boone,
way to help others,
23, of Laurel, and
whether it was drivJoseph Lyons, 20,
ing to campus at 1
of Houston, Texas,
a.m. to help somewere charged with
one finish their fi- McClendon, 25
the capital murder
nance homework or
of McClendon.
picking up a friend that was
Faculty and staff of the unistranded in Memphis and in versity’s business school fondneed of help.”
ly remember Zach as a sucDunphey recalled a time cessful and ambitious student.
he was once thankful for McAshley Jones, director of
Clendon’s giving spirit.
Ole Miss MBA Programs,
“My favorite memory with said McClendon was a model
Zach was the time I acci- member of the MBA class.
dentally locked my keys in
“Zach was a strong stumy trunk. Because I own a dent,” Jones said. “He was
convertible, the car’s safety very goal-oriented and sought
mechanisms don’t allow you success.”
to open the trunk from inside
Jones said she will rememwithout a key, and I never ber Zach as a bright, profesmade a spare,” Dunphey said. sional student.
“Instead of calling a wrecker,
“When I first met Zach,
Zach helped me to remove I was impressed by his prothe entire backseat by hand, fessionalism,” Jones said.
which allowed him to reach “During his campus visit, he
through a narrow opening showed up in a suit and tie. In
into the trunk and grab my fact, I rarely saw him without
keys. The whole process took a tie. Most memorable, he alabout two hours, and the only ways wore a smile.”
thing he jokingly suggested
Dunphey said McClendon
beebe.thedm@gmail.com

was one of the smartest people he had ever met.
“He was a 4.0 student, and
he loved to learn,” Dunphey
said. “He seemed to know
everything about everything,
and he was extremely hardworking.”

“

send to Zach’s family that will
contain our favorite memories of Zach,” Dunphey said.
“I think that the best way to
honor Zach is to try and be
more like him; he was caring,
generous, kind and genuinely
loved his life and the people

He valued every friendship and always
treated every person he met with extraordinary
kindness, dignity and respect.
Dunphey said that McClendon will be remembered as
rare — an approachable academic.
“One of my favorite stories
about Zach is from our MBA
classmate Julian Sanchez,”
Dunphey said. “He saw Zach
teaching an undergraduate
chemistry class an hour before
our final exam in our MBA
finance course. That totally
blew our minds, but that’s the
kind of person he was.”
Driven, McClendon hoped
to pursue a career in medicine.
“Zach’s grand plan was to
graduate from med school
and open a neurosurgery clinic that he hoped would one
day be as famous as the Mayo
Clinic,” Dunphey said. “His
entire life’s mission was to
heal people, and I don’t think
there’s a more noble goal on
this entire planet.”
While the MBA class continues to plan how they may
memorialize
McClendon,
Dunphey said he has made
an effort to live more like his
friend.
“Several ideas have been
tossed around during the past
few weeks, but we haven’t decided on a specific one just
yet. We are, however, definitely going to make a DVD to

”

around him. I promised myself that I would try and be
more like him, and one day,
I hope that I will make him
proud.”
Ken Cyree, dean of the Ole
Miss business school, said that
the business school was saddened to learn of McClendon’s death.
“It truly is quite the tragedy,” Cyree said. “I did have
a good bit of interaction with
Zach — probably more than
the average MBA student.
We talked several times about
him going to graduate school
and the future. Zach was very

motivated, very outgoing and
very gregarious. I think he
would have been quite successful in life.”
Cyree said the business
school is organizing memorial
efforts, with a focus on the
long-term.
According to MBA class social chair Morgan Cox, McClendon was a “one-of-a-kind
student.”
“Zach was adamant on
bringing the MBA class together,” Cox said, recalling McClendon’s organizing
MBA tailgating in the Grove.
“He wanted to do an MBA
tent, and the first Saturday he
sat in the Grove from 9 a.m.
until it was time to set up tent,
and when he found out the
tent was broken, he brushed it
off and bought a tent for the
following game,” Cox said.
“He and a friend provided
food and drinks, and all were
welcome. Selfless things like
these are what defined Zach;
he didn’t do it for any other
reason than because he enjoyed it.”

%
10
OFF
iPhone Repair

662-259-7613
2035 University Ave. • Oxford, MS 38655
Located in the Kroger shopping center

36671

REDUCE
REUSE
RECYCLE

Happy Chinese
New Year
If you were born in 2014, 2002, 1990, 1978, 1966, 1954,
1942, 1930, 1918, then this is your year.

Celebrate the Year of the Horse at Noodle Bowl
this Thursday 1/30 and Friday 1/31
and get the following special treats.

RECYCLE
YOUR

DM

A) Free Tsing Tao beer or small hot sake when you order two
specialty dishes.
B) Get one free fried cheese cake or fried ice cream when you
order any two noodle dishes.
C) Get one free order of any dumpling when you order two large
fried rice.
D) Get one free California roll or crunchy roll when order any two
specialty sushi rolls.
Good luck and have a prosperous new year.

662.234.4973

1501 Jackson Ave. W., Oxford, MS 38655

Good for Dine-In & To Go.
Cannot combine with any other
coupon. Must have coupon.

36664
36631
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Mary Miller foreshadows
visit to Ole Miss this fall

CLARA TURNAGE | The Daily Mississippian

Mary Miller signs a book at Off Square Books Wednesday.

By Clara Turnage
Scturna1@go.olemiss.edu

Young author Mary Miller
came to Off Square Books last
night to meet with fans and
sign her first novel, “The Last
Days of California.”
This was a return of sorts
for the Mississippi native;
however, she will be joining
the Oxford community again
soon. This fall Miller will join
a plethora of authors who
make up the prestigious John
and Renée Grisham Writer-inResidence program.
“I’m so excited,” Miller said.
“I’ve taught creative writing
before but I’ve never taught

it to college kids. Having gotten two master’s degrees, I
couldn’t be more excited to
implement what I’ve learned.”
The John and Renée Grisham Writer-in-Residence program selects one writer each
year and gives them the opportunity to live, teach and
write just off of the University of Mississippi campus. An
author is invited based on the
strength and ingenuity of his
or her writing. Each Writerin-Residence teaches one class
a semester and is given liberal
amounts of time to endeavor
on current writing projects.
Many choose to become involved in the masters in fine

211 S. LAMAR, OXFORD

662-236-0050

Holy Ghost Electric Show
EP Release Spooktacular
with special guest
The Red Thangs
& Light Beam Rider

By Ashton Dawes
aedawes@go.olemiss.edu

Proud Larry’s is known for
the variety of performances
held there. Tonight will see
the return of homegrown Oxford band The Holy Ghost
Electric Show. The band
consists of Cody Rogers, the
lead vocalist, a guitarist and
the one in charge of the harmonica; Jake Rogers, a guitarist and banjo player; Austin
Wheeler, the drummer; Will
Shirley, the lead guitarist, and
Connor Wroten, the bassist.
The band was formed in an
old cabin on the Rogers’ family’s property and consists of
a group of friends who just
want to have a good time. At
first listen, The Holy Ghost
Electric Show seems to be an
American folk rock band with
a few other genres thrown in,
but that is not the way the
band sees it.
“We play American music
because, just like how America is a melting pot, all our
sounds originate from somewhere,” Cody Rogers said.
“We’re not trying to be one
particular thing.”
As such, The Holy Ghost
Electric Show’s music consists
of a whole grouping of different genres and sounds. The
band is very open-minded,
never opposed to trying new
ideas and letting creativity
flow.
“We always want to bring in
new things,” Rogers added.
This particular show will
feature a horns section playing alongside the band. It will
be a new experience even for
people who have already seen
the band play live. The members are excited to be coming
home to play this next show.
“When we come back to
Oxford we always feel welcome,” Rogers said. “It feels
warm. Every show is a blessing, but when we play here we
know our friends will be there
to greet us and we can make

southern star
yoga center

TONIGHT • 9PM

723 N. Lamar Ave.

Brian
Davis

2 DAY ACROYOGA
WORKSHOP
January 31st - February 1st

Fri. Night 6-8:30 pm
Intro. to AcroYoga

Sat. Morning 10 am-12:30 pm

FRIDAY • 9PM

Solar (Acrobatic) Techniques
for Beginners

American Aquarium
with Backroad Anthem

SATURDAY • 9PM

arts programs, though it is not
required.
Miller’s spot on the program
was well earned, according to
the professors in the audience.
“Her first book was fantastic,” said Chris Offutt, assistant professor of English and
screenwriting. “That was the
main thing, just the quality of
the stories in her first book. It’s
the strength of her prose more
than anything. It’s hard to find
someone who’s first book was
really good and they have a relationship with the South.”
Tom Franklin, associate professor at the university and
2001
Writer-in-Residence,
was in attendance last night to
meet Miller and hear the excerpt.
“I’m reading her novel
now and loving it,” Franklin remarked. “Her stories
are amazing and she’s got a
great trajectory going. Five
years from now we probably
couldn’t get her; we’re lucky to
have her now.”
Keiran Lyon, MFA graduate student, attended the book
signing last night.
“I’m actually currently reading her short story collection,
‘Big World,’” Lyon said. “She
takes tiny things, like someone making a sandwich, and
makes it really heartbreaking.
If you aren’t paying attention
you’ll miss something like that.
It’s really incredible.”
When asked what prompted
the program to choose Miller,
Beth Ann Fennelly, director of
the MFA program, stated, “A
lot of us are big fans of Mary
Miller’s book of short stories
called ‘Big World.’ It’s a lot of
interesting collections. They
sometimes flirt with a little bit
of magical realism. They were
just really compelling and in
a really fresh voice. That was
what brought her to our attention.”
Ole Miss is certainly excited and lucky to have a rising
young author for this year’s
Writer-in-Residence. “Everyone loved her work,” Franklin
explained. “She’s a good person as well as a good writer.”

Holy Ghost Electric
Show comes home
to play

Sat. Afternoon 2:30-5 pm
Lunar (Therapeutic) Techniques
for Beginners
36742

•

35474

662.607.3222

Over 30 Classes
Per Week With
Qualified Instructors!

Online registration available
Full
Workshop:
$80
Single
Class:
$30

new friends and enjoy Southern hospitality.”
This performance is quite
special to the band, as it is the
night it unveils its debut album, “Let the Waters Rise.”
The band has been working
hard to create this album and
is extremely excited to show it
off tonight.
“We poured our hearts into
this album,” Rogers said. “I’m
very excited for people to be
able to be a part of it and celebrate with us.”
Rogers said he hopes everyone who comes experiences
the same joy and anticipation
the band experienced during
the making of the album.
“The thing I like about
Proud Larry’s is that I’m able
to get up on that stage and
play and I’m just a nobody,”
Rodgers said. “I guess that’s
the big thing — the ground
there is level for everybody.”
And it is a good thing, too,
because also playing Thursday night are The Red Thangs
and Light Beam Rider. Like
The Holy Ghost Electric
Show, The Red Thangs and
Light Beam Rider are Mississippi-based bands composed
of good friends who enjoy
making music together. The
Holy Ghost Electric Show is
excited to be sharing the stage
with them.
“There’s a lot of camaraderie when local bands play,” a
Proud Larry’s manager said.
“Friends and other bands
come out to support whoever
is playing.”
The show tonight is definitely something to attend, as
the charm of playing a bar is
that it is rowdy and welcoming. Come out and see The
Holy Ghost Electric Show
along with The Red Thangs
and Light Beam Rider at 9
p.m. at Proud Larry’s as they
celebrate music and the happiness that comes with great
company.

Facebook:
Rebel Radio 92.1

NEW

Twitter:
Rebel Radio

YOGA

www.myrebel
radio.com

HOT

CLASSES!

Pre-Registration Required! SouthernStarYoga.com
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Feature photos: 2014 Parade of Beauties
Reade Heredia was crowned Most Beautiful at the 2014 Parade of Beauties Wednesday night in the Ford Center. Photos by Thomas Graning

35476

Garfield

By Jim davis

555
DEAL

3 medium
1 topping
$5.55 each
3 large
1 topping
$7.77 each

ORDER ONLINE
WWW.DOMINOS.COM

OPEN LATE

PAN PIZZA EXTRA, MINIMUM DELIVERY $7.99

The fusco BroThers

By J.c. duffy

dilBerT

By scoTT adams

NoN sequiTur

By Wiley

dooNesBury

Sudoku #5
8 9 7 2 3
4 5 3 7 8
6 9 4
2 6 7
9 4 1
8 3 5
5 1 9
4 5 2
1 8 6

1 5 6 4
6 1 2 9
5 8 7 3
9 4 5 8
8 6 3 2
2 7 9 1
4 3 8 7
3 9 1 6
2 4 5
7

2
8

9
1
3
5
7

4
6

SUPER TOUGH

1 2
3 1
5 7
6 4
2 6
7 8
9 3

5 3 8 2
8 9 5 3
6 4 1 9
7 6 2 8
4 8 6 5
2 1 7 4
9 2 3 6
7 4 1
5 9 7
3

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

4

1

Sudoku #6
6 1 3 8
2 7 4 1
9 8 5 7
3 4 9 6
8 2 1 5
5 6 7 4
4 3 8 9
7 9 6 2
1 5 2 3

9 4
5 6
2 3
1 8
7 9
3 2
6 1
8 5
4 7

5 2 7
3 9 8
6 1 4
2 7 5
4 3 6
9 8 1
7 5 2
1 4 3
6 9
8

© 2013 KrazyDad.com

Complete the grid so that
every row, column and 3x3
box contains the numbers 1
through 9 with no repeats.

An apple every eight hours will keep three doctors away.

9
8 5
6 1
1
7
2
5
9
3
6
3
3 8
7 5
9
2
7 8

Sudoku #8
9 4 7 1
1 2 6 7
3 8 5 2
4 5 1 3
2 7 3 9
8 6 9 5
7 1 4 8
5 9 2 6
6 3 8 4

6

HOW TO PLAY

5 6 7 2
7 3 8 5
3 4 9 1
2 5 6 8
6 2 4 9
9 1 3 7
4 8 5 6
8 9 1 3
1 7 2 4

Puzzles by KrazyDad

9

SUDOKU©

Super-Tough Sudoku by KrazyDad, Volume 1, Book 7

1
6
7
3
8
2
5

3 8

By Garry Trudeau

Sudoku #7
1 3 9 8
2 4 6 9
8 5 7 2
9 1 3 4
7 8 5 1
6 2 4 5
3 9 1 7
4 7 2 6
5 6 8 3

Sudoku #6

atch area

236-3030

NewsWatch at 5 p.m.
Mon. - Fri. on Channel 99

36776
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OLE MISS SPORTS INFORMATION

UM softball to be featured on Fox Sports Net
The Ole Miss softball team
will have two games broadcast on Fox Sports Net this
season, including one home
game at the Ole Miss Softball
Complex, the Southeastern
Conference office announced
Tuesday.
Fox Sports Net (SportSouth,
FS Midwest, FS Southwest
and Sun Sports) will televise
Ole Miss’ home game against
Arkansas on March 23, as
well as the Rebels’ road game
against No. 1 Tennessee on
May 4.
“It’s always fun and exciting to play on TV, and we’re
really looking forward to not
only getting to play in front
of all the Rebel Nation across
the country, but to also get to
showcase our team at home at
the Ole Miss Softball Complex,” Ole Miss head coach
Windy Thees said.
The starting times for both
games have changed on account of being on TV. The
Rebels’ game against Arkansas on March 23, which was
originally scheduled for 1 p.m.
CT, will now be played at 3
p.m. CT. Ole Miss’ game in
Knoxville, Tenn., at the home

of the Lady Vols on May 4,
which was originally scheduled to begin at 12:30 p.m.
CT, will now begin at 12 p.m.
CT.
In addition to regular season action, fans can watch the
SEC Tournament (May 7-10
in Columbia, S.C.) on ESPNU
and ESPN2. Fans will also be
able to access the ESPN telecasts on WatchESPN.com and
the WatchESPN mobile app,
while the FSN and CSS contests will be available through
ESPN3 and the WatchESPN
mobile app.
Ole Miss opens its season
Feb. 7 against Western Kentucky and Florida Gulf Coast
in Fort Myers, Fla., as part
of the FGCU/Four Points
by Sheraton Invitational.
The Rebels’ home opener is
against Bowling Green on
Feb. 21 at 6 p.m. CT in the
annual Red and Blue Classic.

FILE PHOTO (THOAMS GRANING) | The Daily Mississippian

Ole Miss pitcher Madi Osias releases a pitch during a game last season.

WIN

Winner will be announced in the
Daily Mississippian on
Tuesday, Feb. 4.
The time and date
of the pick-up game (the event)
will be determined
by the athletics department.

THE ULTIMATE OLE MISS

SPORTS EXPERIENCE

You and nine of your friends will play a pick-up basketball game in the Tad Pad and meet
Men’s Basketball coach Andy Kennedy and Women’s Basketball coach Matt Insell.
Just choose the correct answer for each of the three questions below and return this
entire form to the
Student Media Center (201 Bishop) by 5 p.m. Friday, Jan. 31.

WEEK TWO
Circle the correct answer

1. Ole Miss has made seven NCAA Tournament appearances in school history. Prior to
last season, when was the Rebels’ most recent appearance?
1999
2002
2004
2. Andy Kennedy set the Ole Miss career wins record with his 145th win as Rebel head
coach last season. Who held the previous record with 144 wins?
Homer Hazel
B.L. “Country” Graham
Rob Evans
3. When did Ole Miss earn its first top-25 ranking in school history?
1954-55
1978-79
1996-97
Name: ________________________________________________________
Email: ________________________________ Phone: _________________

Sponsors of the contest are The Daily Mississippian
and the Ole Miss Athletics Department.

The Pick-Up Basketball contest runs from Wed., Jan. 22, 2014 through 5 p.m. Friday, Jan. 31,
2014. Entries for the contest must be dropped off or mailed to the Student Media Center, 201 Bishop,
University MS 38677 by the deadline to be considered for the drawing. Must answer all three
questions correctly to be entered into drawing. One winner will be drawn on Monday, Feb. 3, 2014
from all correct entries turned in.
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Football look-ahead: Defense
By David Collier
thedmsports@gmail.com

FILE PHOTO (THOMAS GRANING) | The Daily Mississippian

FILE PHOTO (ALEX EDWARDS) | The Daily Mississippian

TOP: Denzel Nkemdiche looks to break up a pass last season. BOTTOM: D.T. Shackelford rushes a passer last season.

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one day in advance.
The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday when school is in session except during the summer session which is Tuesday through Thursday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
RATES:
- $0.25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run

Additional Features (Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $0.50 per word

To place your ad online: www.thedmonline.com/classifieds
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL 662.915.5503

Apartment for Rent
Furnished APT Furnished Pool Side
Townhome 2BR/2BTH for full time rental. 1/2 mile from campus. Gated community. $950 month. 601-906-8653
Apartment for Rent Oxford MS,
close to Ole Miss, sublet; “The Connection” apartments, 2 bed, $554 + electric,
(601)572-0883
Large 2 bedroom/ 2.5 bath townhouse with W/D included. No pets. 1
Year lease. Quiet. $500 security deposit. Call (662)234-0000
Two bdrm, two bath at The Mark.
Ceramic and hardwood floors. Includes
major appliances, water, internet, and
TV cable. $895/ month. (662)456-6226

House for Rent

Yesterday, we looked at the
pieces Ole Miss has coming back
on offense. The Rebels also look
to have a lot of key components
back on the defensive side of the
ball next season, which should
make them one of the top defensive units in the Southeastern
Conference.
Defensive Line
Ole Miss did lose some guys
on the defensive line, but Rebel
fans have to be excited about the
guys they have returning.
It all starts in the middle at
defensive tackle where Robert
Nkemdiche, who will be a sophomore, and Issac Gross, who will
be a junior, will lead the charge.
Other key factors at defensive
tackle will be rising seniors Bryon Bennett and Carlton Martin,
rising junior Woodrow Hamilton and Central Florida transfer Fadol Brown, who will be a
junior after sitting out the 2013
season due to NCAA transfer
rules.
At defensive end, the Rebels
will be glad to get C.J. Johnson,
who will be a senior, back after
he missed most of the 2013 season with an ankle injury. Rising
senior Carlos Thompson will
also look to make an impact after missing a lot of time in the
last half of the season with a
stinger.
Another big addition was the
announcement that D.T. Shackelford will return for a sixth year.
Shackelford missed two seasons
with an ACL injury but made a
big impact this past season.
Also at defensive end, rising
junior Channing Ward and rising sophomore John Youngblood will be in the mix.
Linebacker
Ole Miss will have to deal
with the loss of Mike Marry at
middle linebacker, but at outside
linebacker and stinger, they will
be in good hands.
Keith Lewis, who will be a
senior, is the next man up at
middle linebacker, but it’ll be interesting to see if he can step up
and man the position.
At outside linebacker, Ole
nice 2 story 3 bdr 2.5bath in
Eagle Point. 2 car garage, fenced in
back yard, gas fire place, many amenities. Mature Students. Available August
$1200. 662-832-0117.

3 bed Pet Friendly

Saddle Crk/ Shiloh/ Willow Oaks
$1050mo/$350pp. New Paint/ trim/
carpet-Close to Campus/ fenced yards.
Pics // FriendUs @facebook.com/
oxford.rentals1 (843)338-1436

Room for Rent
AVAILABLE NOW 2BR, 2BA, Old Taylor, walking distance. Need male roommate to share. Short lease Jan/May
$355/month. (228)282-4849

Condo for Rent

Miss has two solid players returning in rising senior Serderius
Bryant and rising junior Denzel
Nkemdiche. Nkemdiche battled
injuries this past season, and
Bryant stepped up and became
a big playmaker for the defense.
Tony Conner, who will be a
sophomore, was phenomenal at
stinger for Ole Miss during his
freshman season. It’s a tough
spot to play because it’s a hybrid
linebacker/safety in the Rebels’
4-2-5 scheme, but Conner seems
built for the position.
Cornerback
It was just a couple of years
ago when Ole Miss didn’t know
who would be available to play
at corner from week to week.
Now, they’ve got a solid group of
returners that will make the position no longer a worry for the
coaching staff.
Rising senior Senquez Golson is the top returner, but it’s
the emergence of Derrick Jones,
who will be a sophomore, who
really has the coaches excited.
Jones flipped to corner in the
middle of the season in 2013
and looked pretty good when he
was out there. His 6-foot-3 frame
gives the Rebels a long guy who
can cover the taller receivers in
the SEC.
Ole Miss also has rising juniors Mike Hilton, Carlos Davis
and Quintavius Burdette.
Safety
The Rebels are still looking to
add depth at safety, but they return a solid core of players.
Cody Prewitt will be a senior
and will be looking to outdo the
2013 season that saw him lead
the SEC in interceptions and
earn first-team All-American
honors. Rising juniors Trae
Elston and Chief Brown will
also be back.
However, Ole Miss will also
have redshirt sophomore Anthony Alford, who had to sit out
this past season after transferring
from Southern Miss. Alford is
one of the best athletes on the
team, and the coaches look for
him to excel at safety.
For continuing coverage of Ole Miss
football, follow @DavidLCollier and
@thedm_sports on Twitter.

HIGH POINTE-Fully
furnished

3BD/3BTH Great condition. Gated w/
Pool--Available JAN 1ST (or start of
2nd Semester)-$1200mo. (mcilravy4@
gmail.com) (757)560-6281
Available now. 2/1 walk to campus,
2/2.5. Rebel Realty (662)816-6262

Weekend Rental
weekend rentals Coming to Oxford for a weekend? Check with Kay before you call a hotel! www.oxfordtownhouse.com (662)801-6692

Part-time
Rebel Rickshaw Needs Drivers
ASAP... Make $100-$300 a day socializing and exercising. Call now (601)2018777
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Lady Rebs face tough task at South Carolina
By Browning Stubbs
bbstubbs@go.olemiss.edu

Anyone who has watched
the Ole Miss women’s basketball team in the last week
knows that the Rebels have
been fighting until the buzzer
sounds.
With a win over Mississippi State last week, and a
close, hard-fought game lost
to nationally-ranked LSU, the
Rebs are making strides under
first-year head coach Matt Insell.
However, the road doesn’t
get any easier in the Southeastern Conference for Ole
Miss. The Rebels will face
their toughest opponent in
No. 7 South Carolina tonight
at 7 p.m. in Columbia, S.C.
South Carolina (18-2, 6-1
SEC) leads the SEC in multiple categories this year. The
Gamecocks rank second in
overall defense, first in scoring margin with a plus-21.5
average per game, first in field
goal percentage while shooting 48 percent and first in
defensive rebounds with 31.2
per game. Needless to say, the
Rebels are in for a challenge.

The Gamecocks’ two losses
came on Dec. 18 to No. 14
North Carolina and Jan. 16 to
No. 25 Texas A&M.
Ole Miss (10-11, 1-6 SEC)
is averaging 75.2 points per
game, fifth best in the SEC.
However, the Rebels rank
last in the league in scoring
defense, giving up 73.9 points
per game.
Impact Players
Ole Miss: Senior guard Diara Moore has been on a roll
lately. After leading the Rebels in scoring against LSU,
she has definitely been a huge
scoring lift next to senior
point guard Valencia McFarland and junior forward Tia
Faleru. McFarland will have a
tough challenge in this game.
The Rebels will need Moore
to score in double figures if
the Rebs have a chance of
keeping up with South Carolina.
South Carolina: Sophomore
point guard Tiffany Mitchell
has been the leader for the
South Carolina. With an average of 15.3 points and 3.5
assists, Mitchell has been fan-

FILE PHOTO (THOMAS GRANING) | The Daily Mississippian

Valencia McFarland dribbles around a defender in a game earlier this season.

tastic this season. Ole Miss
head coach Matt Insell claims
that McFarland is the best
point guard in the SEC. With
a tough challenge against
Mitchell, we will see if McFarland can back up Insell’s

words.
For continuing coverage of Ole
Miss women’s basketball, follow
@browningstubbs and @thedm_
sports on Twitter.

36754
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ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ole Miss falls to Tennessee 86-70 in Knoxville
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Jordan McRae followed one
of the worst shooting performances of his career with one
of the best.
McRae scored 26 points and
went 6 of 7 from 3-point range
Wednesday as Tennessee never
trailed in an 86-70 victory over
Mississippi that ended the Rebels’ four-game winning streak.
McRae’s big game came just
four days after he shot 1 of
15 and had a season-low five
points in a 67-41 loss to No.
3 Florida, which was ranked
sixth at the time.
“I wasn’t thinking about
what happened at Florida,”
McRae said. “A team like Florida, the kind of defense they
play, they’re one of the better
defensive teams in the league.
Nights like that are going to
happen, so I wasn’t tripping
off that.”
McRae’s efforts helped Tennessee (13-7, 4-3 SEC) withstand a 26-point performance
from Mississippi’s Marshall
Henderson, who put up big
numbers despite being hurt in
the opening minute and getting held scoreless for the first
13 ½ minutes of the game.
Henderson has averaged 28.7
points in three career games
against Tennessee.
After passing the ball on Mississippi’s opening possession,
Henderson went to the floor
and stayed down. He eventually limped to the bench holding his right side. After doing
some knee bends on the corner
of Mississippi’s bench, Henderson returned to action with
15:12 left in the first half. By

that point, Mississippi already
trailed 13-4.
Mississippi coach Andy Kennedy said he believed Henderson took a knee to the hip.
“He just had to work through
it,” Kennedy said. “It was stiffening up on him throughout
the course of the game. But
it didn’t hurt his wrist. He still
got up 22 (shots).”
Henderson had helped Mississippi sweep its two regularseason meetings with Tennessee last year by scoring 32
points in a 92-74 victory at
Knoxville and 28 in a 62-56
triumph at Oxford. The senior guard was good enough
Wednesday to keep Mississippi
(14-6, 5-2) in the game while
shooting 8 of 19 from 3-point
range and 9 of 22 overall.
But McRae was even better.
His accuracy from beyond the
arc helped Tennessee go 11 of
20 overall on 3-pointers. The
Volunteers entered the night
shooting a league-worst 28.3
percent from 3-point range in
SEC competition.
“I thought our guys really
played with great energy and
passion from start to finish,”
Tennessee coach Cuonzo Martin said. “They made shots,
made plays, made 3-pointers.”
Tennessee came out eager to
make amends for Saturday’s
lopsided loss in Gainesville.
Tennessee’s starting backcourt
of McRae, Richardson and
Barton had shot a combined 2
of 29 for seven points against
Florida.
“We knew that we were
catching a dangerous animal tonight,” Kennedy said.

Deal’s Auto Repair
& Glass Co.
For all your auto repair & glass needs
RELOCATION ON
FEBRUARY 3RD!

281-4417 • 2211 UNIVERSITY AVE.
36642

NEXT TO CHANDLER DODGE & JEEP

FILE PHOTO (IGNACIO MURILLO) | The Daily Mississippian

Marshall Henderson reacts after a dunk during the Mississippi State game Saturday.

“Their backs were against the
wall a little bit early in the season just based on their last performance.”
That poor performance
resulted in a lineup change.
Thompson made his third career start in place of Barton,
who had shot 3 of 20 over his
last three games. Thompson, a
freshman, responded with seven points and seven assists.
Jarnell Stokes had 13 points
and 14 rebounds for Tennessee. Jeronne Maymon and
Richardson each added 16
points. Stokes and Maymon
helped Tennessee outrebound

Mississippi 45-27 and outscore
the Rebels 19-4 in secondchance points.
Tennessee also beat Mississippi at its own game by
blocking eight shots, all in the
first half. Mississippi entered
the night ranked third among
all Division I teams with 7.1
blocks per game.
After trailing by as many as
19 points in the first half, Mississippi crept back into the
game thanks largely to Henderson’s shooting. Henderson sank five 3-pointers during a stretch that lasted just
over five minutes and began

with 1:11 left in the first half.
Henderson’s flurry got Mississippi within single digits, and
a 3-pointer by Ladarius White
cut Tennessee’s lead to 50-45
with 14 minutes remaining.
But that’s as close as Mississippi would get.
Maymon scored six points
during a Tennessee 10-2 run
that got the lead back to double
digits. McRae’s outside shooting assured that Tennessee
wouldn’t get threatened again.
“Great players typically don’t
have back-to-back bad games,”
Kennedy said. “And (McRae’s)
a great player.”
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